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By Arab, which country did the author mean? By Asian, did the authors mean East Asian? Which country? Mentioning country would be better. 11. Results. “Among subjects in the MBQT group, 43 tested negative on the UBT test and 3 tested positive”. Clearly mention second UBT. Also, mention it in Figure 1. 12. In Figure 2, the color codes for MBQT and TT were not mentioned. 13. Discussion. “In addition to that, our study also showed that being smoker increased the risk of treatment failure by 5 folds, which would be interesting for more investigation and awareness campaigns about its relation with H pylori, its detrimental effect on the gastric mucosa in particular and its role in lowering eradication rate”. Since this is not a new finding this must be discussed by citing other references. 14. Discussion. “Another interesting finding was ethnic variability regarding eradication success, where being of Arabic ethnicity increased the odds of eradication success, but because of the small sample size the true significance of this finding remains questionable”. What could be the reason for this difference in treatment efficacy with ethnicity? Any hypothesis? 15. In Table 1, the authors should mention the numbers of males and females in each group.